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ABSTRACT 
Creative city and place branding has been the trending notions in the 
discourse of a city in recent decades. Riding on these notions, different 
creative sites, which blend historical heritage and culture and arts in a milieu, 
are developed in the local community of cities. To make sense of these 
creative sites, and to evaluate its impact to the local community as well as to 
further improve the site in favor of establishing a creative city, audience profile 
is deemed important to cultural venues as such. In light of such, this paper 
features a research study on the audience of cultural venues. Deploying both 
quantitative and qualitative approach, this research study attempts to identify 
the cultural audience segments emerged at the Former Police Married 
Quarters (PMQ) as a creative site located in the upper Central launched a year 
ago in Hong Kong. Consumer culture and the notion of consumption is always 
a culturally proximate identity to people in the local community of Hong Kong. 
Specifically, cultural consumption and lifestyle consumption emerges as two 
major realms of consumption regimes identified in the modern society. This 
audience segmentation is hence, further analyzed and discussed with regards 
to the consumption identities of the audience, as well as the complex yet 
insightful roles of audience played under the framework of James G. 
Webster’s (1998) analysis on audience. A brief comparison of PMQ and the 
Jockey Club Creative Arts Center (JCCAC) appears at the latter part of the 
study, whereby the significance of audience profile to cultural venues shall be 
discussed and highlighted. 
 
Keyword(s): audience segmentation, audience typologies, creative sites, 
creative city, creative milieu, cultural audience, cultural consumption, audience 
paradigm 
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An Audience Study on PMQ as a Creative Site  
in the Local Community 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Diversity and vibrant dynamics are two desirable aspects which both 
local government of cities and their urban inhabitants crave for in the 
era of globalization. Availabilities in offering and registering with 
multiple enriching experiences are generally regarded as key 
parameters of assessing competitiveness of cities. Notions like creative 
city (Landry, 2000) and city (or place) branding (Anholt, 2010) are 
advocated to help cities achieve higher statuses under global 
competition. Through active management of city/national images, cities 
are now “going global” with all kinds of integrations in bringing more 
vibrant synergies and diversities both economically and culturally – 
integrations of economic and cultural activities as “a means of urban 
regeneration strategy” ought to be one of the profound one (Yeoh, 2005, 
p.955). Such economic and cultural integration increasingly rests 
alongside the production and consumption of different art forms, 
creativity, media and design, etc. David Ley (1996) named it as the 
“croissant and opera” strategy, which is “an upgraded version of 
“breads and circuses” intended for the more affluent and cosmopolitan 
cliente” in achieving as a “global city” (Yeoh, 2005, p.946). 
 
Riding on its edges on the international financial stage and its unique 
cultural hybridity of “east meets west” as promoted by the Hong Kong 
Tourism Board, the Government of Hong Kong Special Administrative 
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Region (HKSAR) also initiated the “mobilizing myth” (Yeoh, 2005, p.946) 
into a “global city” by launching Brand Hong Kong (BrandHK) in 2001, 
which was revitalized in 2010, as a long term strategic programme to 
promote Hong Kong as the “Asia’s world city”. Echoing with the notions 
of establishing creative cities under globalization, “rich cultural diversity” 
and “vibrant dynamics” are, therefore, highlighted and embraced as 
important components of branding Hong Kong as a differentiating 
cosmopolitan World city in the global regime (BrandHK, 2010), leading 
to an Asian version of the “croissant and opera” strategy as introduced 
by Ley (1996). As creative industries happen to be one of the leading 
development strategy of the post-industrial knowledge-based 
economies (Ummu Hani et. al., 2012), whereby culture and creativity 
are also ideally believed as offering opportunities for urban 
development as well as the personal development sake of both the 
local artists, and also the urban inhabitants of the community (Boren 
and Young, 2013), the HKSAR government has also initiated other 
developmental projects which brought about the birth of several cultural 
and creative sites, such as the West Kowloon District, Oil Street, and 
Jockey Club Creative Arts Center (JCCAC). Nonetheless PMQ targets 
to establish platforms and windows for the more prosperous 
productions and consumptions of the creative scenes in Hong Kong.  
 
Positioned as one of the “Creative Spaces in Old buildings” to 
strengthen Hong Kong as a creative city (Brand HK, 2014), formerly the 
Queen’s College and Police Married Quarters (hereafter PMQ), is a 
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newly revitalized cultural site for creative and design industries under 
Development Bureau’s project of “Conserving Central”. Located at the 
upper Central area, PMQ has initiated and incorporated a wide variety 
of offerings in the arts and cultural sector, which includes residential 
units such as design studios and shops, offices for creative enterprises 
and lodging for visiting designers; and also a wide range of arts and 
cultural activities and night markets which attracted numerous people 
from all walks of life in the City. This cultural-led clustering of history, 
culture and creativity at PMQ sets in as a rather hybrid creative hub, 
integrating the cultural and economic elements in the Central District, 
where it symbolizes not only past meets present, colonial meets post-
colonial; but also arts meets community, and most important of all, 
creativity and culture meets commercial economy. This new iconic 
creative site attracted more than 4 million visitors in a year since its 
launch in May 2014 (PMQ, 2015). 
 
According to James G. Webster (1998), audience is one of the key 
subjects in the modern world and centric focus in media studies. 
Audience represents the mass, yet at the same time represents the 
outcome and the agent of a media practice (Webster, 1998). The roles 
of audience is becoming more and more active and dynamic. Looking 
through this lens, it would be intriguing also to study on the Audience 
(visitors) of cultural sites, such as that of PMQ. Who these audience 
are? Does the 4 million visitors attracted to PMQ in the past year 
represent the “mass” population of the local Hong Kong community in 
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consuming the offerings from PMQ? Are these audience the inhabitants 
whom are also ideally the “outcome” of PMQ to the local community? 
Does any of them act as any kinds of “agent” in promoting culture and 
creativity in the community? Or they are, after all, a mix of all the above? 
Having all these intriguing questions in mind, it would be worthwhile to 
conduct an audience study after all these months – on investigating 
PMQ as a hybrid cultural site to understand the types of audience 
attracted to the place, and thus, to generate insights on the 
relationships and its inevitable tensions between this new cultural site 
with the local Hong Kong community.  
 
Through quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews with different 
types of audience, i.e. visitors of PMQ, this research study aims at 
identifying and analyzing the formations and characteristics of the 
different audience types in PMQ, as well as understanding the different 
key motivators and barriers and consumption behaviors as they visit / 
re-visit PMQ. This study also analyzes and discusses on the roles and 
impacts played by PMQ as a creative site vis-a-vis its criticism as being 
a commercialized “shopping mall” in the local Hong Kong community. 
At the latter part of this research report, the significance of audience 
profile to cultural venues shall also be highlighted by comparing PMQ 
with JCCAC, which is a creative site revitalized from an industrial 
building back in the post-colonial period of Hong Kong, and operated 
with similar nature.   
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Conceptual understanding on Creative City 
Urban theorist and practitioner Charles Landry introduced the concept 
of “creative city” in the late 1980s, seeking to address the increasingly 
complex and intractable urban problems through initiatives of creativity, 
imagination and curiosity. The creative city paradigm seeks to view arts 
and cultural scenes as favorable stimulating milieus to the city context 
(Landry, 2000) - as Landry believes that the process of unleashing 
creativity of citizens, organizations and eventually, the city as a whole, 
is a kind of empowerment in itself (p.191).  
 
2.1.1 Creative Milieu 
The creative city discourse imagines artistic scenes on a street level as 
milieus which attracts creative labors / human capital and promote 
economic and cultural growth around the areas (Shaw, 2015). To 
Landry, the notion of creative milieus is defined as “a physical urban 
setting where people feel encouraged to be engage, communicate and 
share” (2000, xxix), and very often, these milieus happen to rest along 
redundant warehouses or industrial buildings of the city.  An ideal milieu, 
as later on further elaborated by Richard Florida, consists ideally of “not 
just a scene but many”, which is diverse and “provide a richness of 
experience that are the wellsprings of creativity” (2002, p.15). 
Bourdieu’s (1993) field model on cultural production provides us also 
with an additional dimension in understanding a creative milieu, 
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whereby the diversity of art scenes are represented by the different 
“fields of forces/ struggles” (p.30) – which is referred as also the “social 
arenas” (Shaw, 2015), in which, distinctions and exclusions of different 
art forms, themes, as well as their corresponding (types of) specific 
audience within each arena are embraced.  
 
2.1.2 Place Branding 
The concept of creative city introduced by Landry, and the emergence 
of the importance of “creative milieus” (c.f. Bourdieu, 1993; Landry, 
2000; Florida, 2002; Shaw, 2015), and “creative class” (Florida, 2002) 
reflect an evolution “from urban engineering to creative city-making” 
(Landry, 2000, xxii). A city is crafted and packaged as a “brand” with 
some kind of normative “images”. As Simon Anholt noted, “national 
images provide the yardstick when we are confronted with the 
behaviors of nations” (2010, p.178), and cities are perceived as “a 
hybrid of animate and inanimate” (2010, p.179). 
Such phenomenon of city-making and benchmarking has in fact, 
flourished around different countries of Asia, especially in recent 
decade as well. Brenda Yeoh (2005) argues that many cities “jostled 
for a place” in becoming one of the “new urban utopia” (p.946). These 
cities have embraced and experienced dramatic transformations, in 
which they “adapt to the new, accompanying socioeconomic 
imperatives” predicated on the “mobilizing myth of becoming a global 
city” through a conjointly integrated conjuring of “imagineered” global 
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images of “high modernity, mega-development, 21st century urbanity 
and progressive urban futures in the millennium” under an 
entrepreneurial regime (p.946). While at the same time, in majority 
cases, the post-colonial enterprise of cultivating national/local identity 
and promotions of the corresponding pride is salient (2001, p.458), due 
to the colonial context from which many of these cities emerged from a 
few decades ago. Yeoh, in “The Global Cultural City...” (2005), further 
argues that looking through the cultural lens, the post-colonial nations 
strive to construct meaningful dialogues with its past, and very often, 
these cities strive to be “Western without depending on the West” – in 
which they “wrestles with the need for a balance of cultural self-
determination and international modernity”, taking Lawrence J. Vale’s 
use of words back in 1992 (as cited by Yeoh, 2005, p.947). 
 
2.2 Studying and Analyzing Cultural Audience 
Samuel Shaw (2015) claims that art scenes are regarded as being able 
to attract and cultivate the inhabitants and the “creative class”, as 
artistic creativity can be consumed, appreciated, and potentially 
inspiring further innovations as well. Cultural audience of these art 
scenes, are hence, one of the important key stakeholders of the 
creative milieus, as Florida (2002) highlighted, though one may not 
create or perform an artwork as a first person, one could still be 
creatively stimulated, especially when s/he is given a chance to mingle 
with the artists (c.f. Shaw, 2015, p.53); while Bourdieu’s (1993) field 
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model also argues that cultural production practices are there not only 
to winning audiences, but winning “the particular kinds of audience” 
(Shaw, 2015, p.53). 
 
Bourdieu’s address on audience somehow implies that roles and 
identities of audience, and their relationships with the corresponding 
media/cultural text in the modern world is complex and dynamic. 
Audience are both the conceived and the conceiver. In view of 
understanding the complexity of audience as a subject in a media/ 
cultural perspective, James G. Webster (1998) suggests a framework 
which attempted to illustrate and visualize three key dimensions/ 
concerns of media audience, which “lay the foundations for a number 
of prescriptions” to audience studies (p.191). Webster suggested three 
intersecting and potentially mixed models in understand audience in the 
21st century, namely, the audience-as-mass model, the audience-as-
outcome model, and finally, audience-as-agent model (1998, p.191-
198).  
 
2.2.1 Audience as mass 
Webster sees the “audience-as-mass” model the most basic and 
common lens in understanding the concept of audience. This model 
revolves around the basic “audience ratings” and “mass behavior” of 
audience’s habits (Webster, 1998, p. 191), in which, the importance of 
what subject is being consumed rides above that of how individuals 
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make sense of the subject itself. Such a model is most effective in 
understanding “what media offerings have captured people’s attentions” 
(Webster, 1998, p. 192). According to Webster (1998), such a concept 
is widely employed in media planning, marketing and programming, as 
well as different audience segmentation research studies, particularly 
in the realm of popular culture and media sphere (p.192). Seeing 
audience solely as mass, is however, faulted as being “too behaviorist 
in orientation”, “to insensitive to social context in media use”, and at 
worst “a tool of representation and colonization of audience by 
institutional interest” (Webster, 1998, p.193), which illustrates the 
limitations of analyzing audience by such approach in sole. 
 
2.2.2 Audience as outcome 
As we attempt to see audience on the contrary perspective, audience 
would possibly be seen as the ultimate outcome or goals of certain 
media context / cultural text. Such connotation endowed on the concept 
of audience, in fact, represents “the power of media to produce 
detrimental effects on individuals”, and very often, also “by implication 
on society as a whole” (Webster, 1998, p.193). Ien Ang (1991) regards 
that as a kind of “audience-as-market” model (as cited in Webster, 1998, 
p.193), whereby individuals are placed with a more reactive role in this 
analysis framework, seemingly “unaware of how the media act upon 
them” (Webster, 1998, p.194). Though such framework has gained 
widespread recognition in understanding audience, criticism on its 
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passivity implanted on the role of audience is inevitable among cultural 
theorists in recent days. 
 
2.2.3 Audience as agent 
The “audience-as-agent” model sets in as an alternative approach to 
the conception of the audience (Webster, 1998, p.194). Such 
conceptual framework regards individual audience as “free agents” who 
are autonomous in choosing the what media/culture to consume, 
“bringing their own interpretations” and perceptions to the text they 
come across, “making their own meanings” from the text, which is, in a 
nutshell, audience are able to use media to suit themselves (Webster, 
1998, p.194). Individuals under this framework “act upon” media/culture, 
but not the other way round (Webster, 1998, p.194). Webster further 
elaborates that the autonomous characteristic of audience, here, are 
inevitably influenced by their “social/cultural milieu” as well (p.194). 
Hence, though individual audience are seen as having the “upper hand” 
(Webster, 1998, p.194), the conception of audience as agent should 
nevertheless be interpreted alongside with some kind of broader 
structure of the social / cultural context.  
 
It is intriguing yet not surprising to realize that major audience studies 
in the past did not neatly fall into any single particular framework as 
introduced by Webster illustrated above. Instead, Webster observes 
that these studies consistently falls on the margins of each framework 
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– i.e. where the frameworks overlaps with one another (1998, p.195). 
The overlap areas suggest the complexity and richness of audiences’ 
roles and identities these days. The overlap of all three frameworks, 
which Webster sees as “the marketplace of ideas” filled with 
“postmodern notions” of audience in the “three-way space of mass, 
outcome and agent” (p. 197-198), best illustrates the complications and 
problematic contradictions of audience. Audience is, on one hand, 
regarded as the active “skilled reader” creating meanings on 
media/culture beyond “ideological manipulation”; while one the other 
side of the mirror, audience is also perceived as being consumed by 
the modern media/cultural text as an outcome (Webster, 1998, p.198). 
 
2.3 Cultural Proximity and Audience Behavior 
Looking into cultural audience studies, “cultural proximity” (De Sola 
Pool, 1977; Straubhaar, 1991), a complex notion with many different 
dimensions, is regarded as the multidimensional “broader array of 
factors” which affects audience behavior (Ksiazek & Webster, 2008, 
p.488). The notion of cultural proximity observes that when audience 
are exposed to different subjects and contents which are culturally 
diverse, individuals very often tend to choose media/culture that is 
perceived as “more proximate” (Ksiazek & Webster, 2008, p.487). In 
understanding the parameters and factors which contributes to 
measuring the level of proximity in such context, Ksiazek & Webster 
advocate the description of cultural proximity as “existing on multiple 
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levels, corresponding to multiple layers of an audience member’s 
identity” (2008, p. 487). Scholars such as Bourdieu (1984) and 
Straubhaar (1991) also credited the plurality of cultural proximity, tying 
to “the broader concepts of cultural capital” (Ksiazek & Webster, 2008, 
p.486), whereby a spectrum of distinctive variables - ranging from 
demographic identities like gender, ethnic, age, education, family, to 
personal needs and preferences like lifestyle, values, group networks, 
religion and other cultural affiliations, are in place affecting choices and 
preferences of cultural audience. Thus, the concept of cultural proximity 
sets in as an important “determinant of cultural consumption” (Ksiazek 
& Webster, 2008, p.500), which ought not to be neglected as we 
conduct an audience study.  
 
2.4 Consumption Culture in Hong Kong 
In view of an audience study of a designated cultural-led creative site 
in Hong Kong, the importance of analyzing consumption behaviors 
within the hub and around the locale as one kind of cultural capital 
cannot be understated, as consumer lifestyles and mass consumption 
are dominating individuals’ daily lives through consumer choices in the 
post-modern era today (“Youth and consumer”, 2010, p.13). Bourdieu 
(1984) regards consumption as “a process through which one’s cultural 
capital (e.g. knowledge and sophistication) is demonstrated” and “one’s 
identification with a particular social class in confirmed” (as cited in 
“Youth and consumer”, 2010, p.13). Zooming into the situation in Hong 
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Kong in particular, consumption and lifestyle are affordable by society 
at large, especially to the middle class urban inhabitants of the territory 
(Chan, 1993, p. 34). While, people in Hong Kong are widely perceived 
as being “materialistic in their concerns and world views” (Youth and 
consumer, 2010, p.13). It is also argued that people in Hong Kong very 
often demonstrate conspicuous consumption either to impress others, 
or otherwise, to meet others’ expectations (“Youth and consumer”, 
2010, p.13), while hedonistic themes revolving around luxuries, fun, 
foreign and enjoyments are consistently highlighted as the focus 
amongst advertisements seen in Hong Kong. All these arguments on 
the seemingly typical consumerist culture of individuals in Hong Kong, 
could in a way suggest a kind of cultural capital(s) at place in the cultural 
proximity paradigm, influencing audiences’ media/cultural choices in 
Hong Kong, and at the same time, sheds some lights on the analysis of 
this research study with the more solid foundations from this aspect, as 
the consumption behavior of the audience in PMQ is analyzed. 
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3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Approach 
This audience study attempts to identify, describe and analyze the 
audience profile of PMQ and its significance to the local community and 
the cultural scene in Hong Kong. The research is started with 
hypotheses which acknowledges the plurality of audience’s roles and 
their impacts (particularly through consumptions) to a creative site, 
especially under the unique settings and atmosphere of PMQ, which 
happens to be a unique hybrid of east meet west, and creativity meets 
economy background setting.  
 
This audience study of PMQ attempts to investigate and discuss the 
matter in multiple dimensions and levels, both at width and in depth. At 
width, it identifies the audience profile, i.e. different segments of 
audience attracted to PMQ; while in depth, this research describes and 
analyzes deep dive into findings and discussions regarding the 
characteristics, values, motivators and barriers to each segment of 
audience type at PMQ. A combination of both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches are employed to reach the aimed width and 
depth of the research study. Quantitative surveys are gathered for a 
larger base of sample size in deriving adequate groups of typologies 
amongst PMQ’s audience at its most. Synthesizing with the quantitative 
results, qualitative interviews are conducted in order to explore each 
type of PMQ’s audience in depth, and most importantly, to gauge the 
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audience’s perceptions and acceptance towards PMQ as a creative site 
in the local Hong Kong community. 
 
3.1.1 Quantitative Approach 
Quantitative approach – online and on-site street intercept surveys with 
previous and current visitors of PMQ are employed as the first phase of 
data collection method in this research as a more structured approach 
in exploring the various types of audience attracted to PMQ. 
Quantitative research provides the structured and systematic sets of 
responses in engaging with the research question, as Shaw (2012) 
credits in his writing, “acknowledging the interpretive and perspectival 
stances of quantitative research opens the way for greater hesitancy in 
evidence claims” (Shaw, 2012, p. 131). Through these surveys, 
substantial quantitative data helps supporting and reaching the 
research purpose in deriving the exclusive clusters of audience 
typologies seen amongst the visitors of the creative site. 
 
3.1.2 Qualitative Approach 
Qualitative interviews are also employed as another important data 
collection method in the second phase of this audience study, 
performing as a tool for the vertical deep dive into the audience 
preferences and behaviors of each types identified. The beauty of 
qualitative interviews are always the first-hand, face-to-face 
communication with actual respondents. As Greenhalgh & Taylor (1997) 
suggested, “the strength of qualitative research lies in validity 
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(closeness to the truth)... touch the core of what is going on rather than 
just skimming the surface” (Greenhalgh & Taylor, 1997, p. 740). The 
best way to understand an audience is always to engage and chat with 
the audience. It is always through face-to-face real chats could we, 
researchers, be able to share the firsthand experience and emotions 
with the respondent, and to get the verbatim and sound bites of the 
audience who visited PMQ before, so as to understand the perceptions 
and the “whys” and “hows” in these people’s minds.  
 
3.2 Sampling & Data Collection Procedure 
3.2.1 Online & On-site Quantitative Surveys 
In order to reach a significant number of responses in establishing a 
representative basket of audience for this research study, random 
samplings of both online surveys and on-site street intercept at PMQ is 
being employed, upon approval of the management team of PMQ. The 
same set of survey questionnaire is designed for both online and on-
site intercepts in collecting responses. Online surveys, with fieldwork 
conducted from Mar 2015 – May 2015 through online channels 
including embedded links on Facebook, forums, and also personal 
emails and instant messages, have successfully gathered responses 
from previous visitors who have been in PMQ in the past year since its 
launch. By allowing online respondents, lapsed visitors (those who did 
not choose to repeat visit PMQ again) are included as part of the 
samples in the research. On top of distributing the surveys and 
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responses through online channels, an on-site street intercept is 
conducted on 16th May 2015 (Saturday). This date is chosen for a few 
reasons which highlights the significance of PMQ as a creative site – i) 
It just passed 1 year since PMQ’s soft launch in May last year; ii) 
Multiple ongoing events were happening on the fieldwork date, 
including famous street artist, Invader’s “Wipe Out” exhibition2, events 
and screenings of Le French May 20153, PMQ’s night market4 from 
4pm-10pm, and well as local artist, Ellen Loo’s “Pillow Talk”5 exhibition. 
Therefore, conducting quantitative surveying fieldwork on this date 
potentially boosts up response rate, and at the same time, also ensure 
the diversity of visitors encountered in PMQ at its most. 
 
Each online / street intercept quantitative survey takes around 
10minutes to complete the responses. As designed in the survey 
questionnaire6, most questions requires closed ends multiple choice 
responses, while a few open-end questions are included to invite 
                                                          
2 Invader’s “Wipe Out” Exhibition: An exhibition launched in PMQ from 2-17 May 2015, restoring 
famous street artist, Invader’s creative universe with pieces from the recent Hong Kong invasion, along 
with never-before seen videos, new LED artworks, and new monumental sculptures, presented by The 
Consulate of France in Hong Kong and Macau, and The HOCA Foundation. 
http://www.pmq.org.hk/event/wipe-out-invader/  
3 Le French May is an annual cultural event in Hong Kong. Since its establishment in 1993, Le French 
May is one of the largest cultural events in Asia. With more than 120 programmes presented across two 
months, it has become an iconic part of Hong Kong’s cultural scene that attracts approximately 2 million 
visitors each year. http://www.frenchmay.com/AboutUs/AboutLeFrenchMay.aspx 
4 Night Market is a weekend market in PMQ, Central, bringing together Hong Kong's creative food 
vendors, designers, musicians, artists & craftspeople. The event is initiated and presented by the Hong 
Kong Market Organizations Limited together with PMQ. http://www.hkmarkets.org/zh/our-
markets/previous-markets  
5 Ellen Loo’s Pillow Talk Exhibition (盧凱彤 Ellen Loo Pillow Talk 慈善畫展) is a charity exhibition 
launched in PMQ from 6 May – 4 Jun 2015, featuring artworks of independent musician Ellen Loo 
during her inherited struggles with depression in the past years. The event is co-presented by Ellen Loo 
and Early Psychosis Foundation (EPISO). http://www.pmq.org.hk/event/ellen-loo-pillow-talk-
exhibition/?lang=ch  
6 Appendix I – Quantitative Survey Questionnaire 
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personal thoughts and opinions to the questions. The survey questions 
first captured the past experience of visiting local cultural sites including 
PMQ and other competitors in briefly gauge the experience and 
knowledge level of the respondent. It then continues with the 
perceptions and satisfaction level of the respondent towards PMQ as a 
creative site in Hong Kong. The questionnaire then comes to 
understanding whether the respondent has spent any money at PMQ, 
and if yes, further questions are there to explore what and why s/he 
would spend the sum there. At the end of the questionnaire, 
demographic information such as gender, age, occupation, income 
level and person interests of each respondents are captured for further 
analysis of this research study. 
 
3.2.2 In-depth Qualitative interviews 
Non-random sampling qualitative interviews are designed to further 
deep dive into the audience behavior and reasons behind different 
perceptions and choices towards PMQ as a creative site across 
different segments / types of audience identified in PMQ from the 
quantitative results. 10 samples of audience with different demographic 
background and overall interest levels toward PMQ are invited to 
participate in this phase of qualitative interviews. Table 1 below shows 
the summary of interviewees invited for this qualitative phase of 
research: 
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Table 1: Qualitative interviews Respondents’ Profile 
 Gend
er 
Age Occupation Monthly 
Income 
Education 
Background 
District of 
Living 
2016 DSE 
Students 
F 17 
Secondary 
School 
Student 
- F.5 Kowloon 
F 18 
Secondary 
School 
Student 
- F.5 Kowloon 
Fresh 
Graduated 
(M) 
M 25 
Comparative 
Literature M. 
Phil Candidate 
$10,000-
15,000 
Master Degree 
Hong Kong 
Island 
M 25 
Telecom 
Marketing 
Executive 
$15,000-
20,000 
University 
Graduated 
Kowloon 
Young 
working 
adults (F) 
F 30 
Japanese 
Company 
Merchandizer 
$25,000-
30,000 
University 
Graduated 
Hong Kong 
Island 
(*Conduit 
Road) 
F 31 
International 
Theme Park 
Retail 
Manager 
$30,000-
$35,000 
University 
Graduated 
Kowloon 
Young 
working 
couples 
M 27 
Financial 
Analyst 
$20,000-
25,000 
University 
Graduated 
(CFA Level 3) 
Hong Kong 
Island 
F 28 Nurse 
$25,000-
30,000 
University 
Graduated 
New 
Territories 
Married 
working 
couples 
M 39 
Investment 
Bank Risk 
Management 
Manager 
$60,000 
or above 
University 
Graduated 
(CFA Level 3) 
Hong Kong 
Island (*Sai 
Ying Pun) 
F 37 
University 
Communicatio
ns & PR 
Manager 
$35,000-
40,000 
APA Creative 
Performance & 
Management 
Master Degree 
Hong Kong 
Island (*Sai 
Ying Pun) 
Table 3.2.2. 1: Qualitative interviews Respondents’ Profile 
To facilitate better interview process and to create the most “realistic” 
atmosphere in sharing and discussing topics related to creative sites, I 
let my respondents choose any cafes / open space near or inside PMQ, 
which they are most comfortable with. An on-site-tour-around section is 
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also designed during the interview process. With PMQ as a major 
subject of discussion, having PMQ as a venue for interview itself serves 
as a stimulating locale for the respondent to share his/her thoughts and 
feelings towards the place when s/he is actually in the best simulated 
atmosphere during the interviews.  
 
Each interview lasted for approximately 2 hours. A discussion guide7 
which adopts a zoom-in approach is designed as a framework of 
discussion flow during each interview. The discussion of these 
qualitative interviews first started with a general understanding on the 
respondent’s perceptions and past experience(s) on these 
cultural/creative sites like PMQ, following by a deep dive into the 
respondents’ experience, feelings and perceptions, as well as 
consumption patterns at PMQ. Towards the end of the interviews, some 
opinions on comparing PMQ with its competitors, i.e. other 
cultural/creative sites, particularly JCCAC in Hong Kong.  
 
3.3 Data Preparation and Analysis 
Each returned quantitative survey responses have been inputted in a 
consolidated excel control table for generating the initial descriptive 
statistical results, while each qualitative interviews have been audio-
recorded and organized for the purpose of aggregate analysis.  Looking 
into the 100 quantitative survey responses returned and also the 10 
                                                          
7 Appendix II – Discussion Guide (Qualitative Interviews) 
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corresponding samples from the qualitative interviews, findings and 
analysis below are generalized and discussed in aggregate of all 
respondents interviewed. Mostly importantly, various typologies of 
different types of audience are qualitatively segmented based on 
several independent variables which shall be discussed in the coming 
section on the findings of this research. 
 
Analysis of this research study has on one hand, relied very much on 
primary research from the first hand data collected directly from the 
audience being interviewed; and on the other hand, conducted through 
constant investigations and studies of secondary researches including 
audience reviews, media coverages, governmental reports, together 
with numerous sociological papers and other relevant academic articles, 
in order to crosscheck data and logic of the research findings across 
multiple disciplinary regimes which deem related to PMQ. 
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4 FINDINGS 
4.1 Who are the audience of PMQ? – Demographic distributions  
A total of 100 sets of responses have been collected from the 
quantitative phase. In which, 10 respondents have been successfully 
interviewed in-depth in this research. Descriptive statistical charts 
below shows the distributions on the respondents’ profile of this 
audience study on PMQ, including gender, age, education background, 
previous creative sites’ visiting experience, spending in PMQ, etc.  
 
These demographic and background distributions serves as the 
independent variables which very much affect how the interviewed 
audience perceive PMQ as a creative site. Also, their past experience 
to creative sites and recent spending at PMQ also reflects and explains 
a certain level of audience behavior at the creative site. Hence, all these 
descriptive statistics, in a large extent, serves as the substantial 
indicators which shed some lights on the depicting each specific 
typology across the mixed audience profile of the multiple-offering PMQ 
in Hong Kong: 
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Chart 4.1.1 Respondents’ Gender Distribution 
Chart 4.1.1 above shows that among the 100 random samples 
collected in the quantitative phase, 70 of the respondents were female, 
while the other 30 were male. The gender distribution of the PMQ’s 
audience profile is noted to be around 7 males to 3 females. 
 
Chart 4.1.2 Respondents’ Age Distribution 
In terms of age distribution, as shown in chart 4.1.2, among the 100 
random respondents surveys completed, 37 of the sample size are 
noted with age 25-30, and 22 of them aged 18-24 years old, contributing 
70%
30%
Respondents' Gender Distribution
Female 女 Male 男
Below 18
6%
18-24
22%
25-30
37%
31-35
15%
36-40
7%
41-45
6%
46-50
4%
Above 50
3%
Respondents' Age Distribution
Below 18 18-24 25-30 31-35
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to a total of 59% of the audience population interviewed; while the next 
28% of audience interviewed falls into the age group of 31-45 years old. 
This result suggests that PMQ, as a creative site located in the upper 
Central, successfully attracts audience from a spectrum of ages, in 
particular, the majority seems to fall into young working adults aged 25 
and above. 
 
Chart 4.1.3 Respondents’ Work Status         Chart 4.1.4 Respondents’ Education Level 
Referring to Chart 4.1.3 Respondents’ Work Status, amongst the 
verified completed responses, it is found that PMQ attracts people from 
both the working population as well as current students (mainly college 
students to as young as senior forms of secondary schools).  
It is in fact, not surprising that as a newly established creative site 
located in upper Central District, audience in PMQ skew towards those 
with higher education level, as shown in Chart 4.1.4 Respondents’ 
Education Level. Other than current secondary school students, 80% 
amongst the samples reached education level of University Graduate 
or above. In which, 23 of the respondents event obtain a master degree 
or above. 
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Chart 4.1.5 Cultural Sites Past Experience               Chart 4.1.6 Visit incidence of other Cultural Sites  
Chart 4.1.5 to Chart 4.1.6 shows the 100 interviewed respondents’ past 
experience on visiting cultural sites in Hong Kong. With PMQ as the 
newest site among the selected comparable creative sites in Hong 
Kong (i.e. JCCAC, Oi! Street, Fotanian, and others) it is not surprising 
that majority of the audience have been to at least more than 1 creative 
site of the same kind previous to their latest visit in PMQ. Of which, 33% 
of the total respondents have personally visited 2 sites, 27% for 3 sites, 
while 9% of the respondents claimed experience of visits at 4 sites or 
more in Hong Kong.  
Among the comparable sites of PMQ, JCCAC gains the highest 
awareness and experience (64 mentions among the 69 respondents 
with multiple sites experience), with Fotanian comes next with 25 
mentions, Oi! Street Art Space at 21 mentions, as well as 4 other 
mentions, namely the Cattle Depot Artist Village, Tai O Heritage Hotel, 
and Hong Kong Visual Arts Centre. It is intriguing to realize that other 
than the most direct comparable of artist villages and creative hubs, 
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heritage-oriented sites and arts-oriented centers are also seen as 
possible comparable venues of creative and cultural sites like PMQ. 
 
4.2 Audiences’ key motivators and barriers towards PMQ 
The diverse audience profile attracted and the perceived comparable 
sites of various fields suggests that PMQ serves as a site which offers 
multiple and diverse experiences which feed the needs of different 
audience at the site. In view of such, it is worthwhile for this research to 
look into these different experience and “products” produced and 
offered by the creative site, and also to investigate into the key 
motivators and barriers for audience of the local Hong Kong community 
to visiting PMQ. 
 
Chart 4.2.1Times of Visits to PMQ 
Chart 4.2.1 Times of Visits to PMQ depicts each respondent’s times of 
visits to PMQ in the past year. It is intriguing to note that 35 out of 100 
respondents have been to PMQ once, whereas out of the 65 multiple 
35
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visits, 43 of them have been to PMQ for 2-4 times, while 20 of which 
have visited PMQ as much as 5 times or above. 
 
Chart 4.2.2 Overall Liking and Revisit Intent Scores to PMQ 
Chart 4.2.2 shows the distributions of the overall liking scores as well 
as the revisiting intent scores (both with 7 point scale) of amongst all 
respondents to PMQ. It is a good news to see that the average overall 
liking score is rather high, with majority falling into a 5 out of 7 points, 
whereas 65% of the respondents have a positive liking score of 5 
marks or above.  
However, when we look at the revisit intent scores together, the revisit 
intent happens to be slightly lower in comparison to the overall liking 
scores. In terms of revisit intent, though majority of the audience still 
falls into a level of 5 out of 7 points, the percentage of respondents 
with a revisit intent of 5 points or above is only noted at 54%, while that 
of 4 marks or below reaches responses at a level at 46% of the 
respondents.  
In view of the times of visits, the overall liking scores and also the 
revisit intent scores of the respondents being interviewed, this section 
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of findings aims at displaying the findings on the key motivations of 
PMQ, and nonetheless, also the key barriers which avoid the 
respondents from re-visiting after the 1st visit in throughout the past 
year. 
 
4.2.1 Key Motivators 
Key motivators, to a very large extent, explains the key driver(s) for the 
audience’s first visit as well as the pull factors which retain and re-attract 
them for repeat visits throughout the year since the launch of PMQ. 
 
Chart 4.2.3 Activities engaged in PMQ  
Chart 4.2.3 Activities engaged in PMQ above illustrates the actual 
activities participated by each respondents as they pay their visit(s) to 
PMQ. It is not hard to realize that within our fieldwork period, exhibition 
emerges as one of the most popular activities engaged by audience in 
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PMQ, mainly because several renowned artists and celebrities 
including Invader and Ellen Loo are hosting exhibitions at the site during 
the period of time, whereas walk around, looking around studio and 
works of local artists, and shop around are noted as the next three 
popular activities done at PMQ. Instead, looking around history/heritage 
of PMQ, relax and have a rest, night-market and workshops set in only 
as the third-tier activities engaged by the audience interviewed in this 
research. Based on the set of data, it is also worthwhile to note that 
visits to PMQ is on one hand, place-driven, and also event-driven on 
the other hand.  And more importantly, consumption revolves as a 
concurrent theme as both the key motivators and well as a certain level 
of barrier at PMQ – be it consumption as cultural explorations, lifestyle 
enjoyment, or historical enrichment It is nonetheless, also intriguing to 
see that the multiple offerings of PMQ and consumption-oriented 
approach, is in fact representative, and has very much echoed with the 
appetite of the typical Hong Kong-ers, who always want to max out for 
the most omnivorous experience obtained.  
 
4.2.1.1 PMQ as cultural consumption 
The concept of cultural consumption have nowadays evolved from the 
more simple structure mainly led by social class and taste distinctions 
as suggested by Bourdieu in his Cultural Capital Paradigm (1984) to 
the more mixed and “omnivorous” styles of consumption as claimed by 
Peterson & Kern (1996), due to the increasing social mobility and 
changing tastes of people in urban cities. I, therefore, also adopt the 
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term “cultural consumption” here as an expression in depicting how 
audience of the local Hong Kong community consumes PMQ as a place 
for numerous types of cultural experiences, which has in fact, echoed 
with the omnivorous nature as suggested by Peterson & Kern (1996). 
The multiple kinds of cultural experiences available at PMQ 
undoubtedly serves as one of the key motivators for most of the 
audience at the creative site. Based on both the quantitative statistics 
and also the firsthand experience shared from the qualitative interviews, 
it is obvious yet not surprising that PMQ is very much perceived as a 
destination for cultural consumption in Hong Kong. It is important to 
note that the realm of “culture” here, is defined in a broad sense, which 
represents a spectrum of multiple cultural offerings and experiences 
available to be consumed by audience at the site. PMQ as cultural 
consumption is rather event-driven in this sense. The various types of 
activities as listed above in Chart 4.2.2 Activities engaged in PMQ are 
generally categorized as contributors as cultural experience by the 
majority of the respondents. For instance, exhibitions, workshops and 
studio & works of local artists, being the most signature and popular 
focal point of the creative site, are undoubtedly the most vivid cultural 
experiences available for audience to consume at PMQ. Besides, other 
than the event-driven cultural consumption, place-driven factors play an 
important role here as well. Seeing preservation of heritage and history 
as the important components of culture, PMQ as a heritage cultural site 
by default also provides its audience with a taste of the specific cultural 
experience of having a taste of the east-meet-west colonial Hong Kong 
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in the old days. Most importantly, the chemistry brought about by such 
crossover of the flourishing availabilities of cultural events and historical 
elements of the refurnished heritage creative site further nurtures a kind 
of desirable “cultural atmosphere / ambience” which majority of its 
audience seek for. As a respondent commented during an interview, 
“It is personal. PMQ, to me, is a unique space for different 
cultural experiences. I experience and taste different kinds of 
creative works and cultural events and workshops there. The 
cultural ambience is simply awesome. I do not simply buy 
artsy goods and services here, I also buy my unique artistic 
and cultural experiences.” (Carrie, 28, female) 
 PMQ as a site for cultural consumption are indispensably one of the key 
motivators for audience (especially to those repeat visitors) to visit the 
site. Arguably, the multiple cultural offerings of PMQ, also sheds lights 
on the wide spectrum of audience profile of PMQ, which shall be 
discussed in more details in later sections. 
 
4.2.1.2 PMQ as lifestyle consumption 
 
Cultural consumption appears to be the most defaulted and foremost 
ideal motivation for audience to pay visits to PMQ as a designated 
creative site in the local community. It is, however, intriguing to find out 
that other than the appetite for omnivorous cultural consumption, 
lifestyle consumption, emerges also as another key motivator to visiting 
PMQ. Lifestyle is symbolically and substantially crafted ways of life 
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(Binkley, 2007). Modern sociologists and critics argue that due to the 
“legitimation of tastes and dispositions of the new middle classes who 
invest in the art of lifestyle” (Hollows, 2009), brought about the 
increasingly important notions of lifestyle and the necessity for 
consumers to construct his/her own identity through choosing the most 
wanted way of life as a reflexive project of self (Binkley, 2007). Lifestyle 
consumption is hence, here, broadly defined as an expanding array of 
tangible consumer goods and intangible lifestyle-related experiences 
which as a whole act as a motivator in attracting particular lifestyle-
oriented audience into PMQ.  
 
Chart 4.2.4 Spending Patterns of audience in PMQ  
Chart 4.2.4 Spending patterns of audience in PMQ shows that 39% of 
the samples interviewed actually spent certain sum of money during 
their latest visit at PMQ. In which, majority spent at a sum of few 
hundreds, whereas a niche population has spent as high as a 4-digit 
amount at the creative site. These statistics reaffirms the criticism and 
hypothesis of critics on PMQ that spending of audience at the site 
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could be very high, as compared to the social norm of the local Hong 
Kong community in the city. 
 
Chart 4.2.5 Types of Spending at PMQ 
Chart4.2.5 Types of Spending in PMQ further explains how audience 
(especially to those who are willing to spend at the site) perceive PMQ 
as a place for “lifestyle consumption” as claimed above. As shown in 
the chart, the highest incidence of spending falls onto the category of 
“shop around”, where visitors of PMQ spent for the tangible consumer 
goods including those designer brands’ fashion clothes, accessories, 
and other consumer products sold by the artists at their studio hubs in 
PMQ. To those who are willing to spend at the site, very often they 
regards these consumer goods as “unique”, “valuable” and also “worth-
the-sum” in constructing and displaying their own version of “lifestyle”, 
i.e. ways of life, as one of the high-spending respondent revealed in a 
qualitative interview, 
“I enjoy buying designers’ fashions and unique accessories 
here at PMQ. The clothes here look special, and they are 
Night Market, 
13
Drinking 
/Dining, 17
Shop Around, 
21
Exhibition, 11
Workshop, 8
Types of Spending at PMQ
Night Market Drinking /Dining Shop Around Exhibition Workshop
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basically different from those homogeneous types you see at 
the chain stores in the shopping malls in Hong Kong. I feel 
good wearing these unique fashions on street and at 
workplace.” (Rainbow, 37, female) 
Besides the very trivial and tangible consumer goods, PMQ as a place 
for “lifestyle consumption” is also expressed in its audience’s spending 
on the other less tangible offerings which look more creativity-related 
and more “cultural” at least at its surface. Based on the chart above, 
the fact that quite a portion of audience spending goes to the 
consumption of lifestyle related experience such as drinking/dining at 
the space, spending in the night market as well as spending for 
workshops offered by artists at the site serves as the most vivid 
evidence to this argument. It is not surprising that all these activities are 
regarded as some kind of “lifestyle-related enjoyments” to the audience 
of PMQ. It is through engaging in these happenings in the space, 
whereby the audience could enjoy their aspired and unique ways of 
living as they visit the site, say on a leisure weekend free from work and 
other organizational obligations. Nonetheless, the unique relaxing 
ambience built by such dynamic offerings at the site as well as the 
area’s architectural setting as default, must not be neglected in 
contributing to the motivator of PMQ as a lifestyle consumption. 
Hence, PMQ as a lifestyle consumption is another important key 
motivator to audience who (constantly) visit PMQ. Such notions on the 
needs and preference of lifestyle and ways of living somehow also bring 
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about the different types of audience segments at the site, which shall 
be discussed in the next section of this research paper.  
 
4.2.2 Key Barrier / Criticism 
Other than identifying the good side of PMQ, it is in fact, important to 
also highlight the key barrier of PMQ, which very possibly caused the 
noticeable lapsed usage patterns after the first visit to the creative site 
(refer to Chart 4.2.1 Times of Visits to PMQ and Chart 4.2.2 Overall 
Liking and Revisit Intent Scores to PMQ). 
 
4.2.2.1 PMQ as a commercialized “mall” 
Echoing with the majority of criticisms on the site as hypothesized in 
earlier sections, it is with no surprise that “mall”, “big brands” 
“commercialized” and “expensive” revolves as the recurring keywords 
identified amongst respondents’ criticism on the creative site. 
Especially to respondents who are not particularly interested in culture 
and arts, PMQ is merely an alternative independent mall for shopping, 
as some respondents noted in the survey: 
“It’s primarily a shopping mall. The offerings aren't that 
different from other art malls like K11.” (Female, aged 25-30) 
“There are more and more restaurants there. I feel like it is just 
another place for us to spend money. While the shops are 
either expensive big brands or foreign designer brands. For 
people with less affordability like me, it is just for window 
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shopping. I find it focusing on economic growth more than 
cultural growth.” (Male, aged 30-35) 
 Such comments on PMQ is in fact, quite valid in pinpointing the 
blurred boundaries on distinctive economic and cultural growth of a 
creative site. It is not hard to find out that well-known designer brands 
such as Vivienne Tam, and other big commercial consumer brands 
such as Bread and Butter, G.O.D., Giordano, MUJI, etc., whose 
consumer products are sold at a rather premium price at the site. In 
addition, the many collaborations with big brands, such as “Leather 
Forever” Hermes Exhibition, the crossover event with Hermes, are 
perceived as public relations and marketing gimmicks to build the noise 
of the site, which seems to override the primary objective of PMQ as an 
incubator to the local cultural and art scene by providing supports to 
local startup artists at the spot. All these either mass or distant 
commercialized brands as inhabitants or collaboration partners of PMQ, 
unfortunately shape PMQ as more of an alternative commercialized 
mall than a truly flourishing creative site in quite a number of audience’s 
minds, not to say its foreign rather than local-oriented nature, which as 
a result, avoid audience from re-visiting the site.  
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5 ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 
5.1 Cluster Analysis and Dominating Typologies of PMQ’s audiences  
Investigating and analyzing data from both the quantitative surveys and 
also the qualitative interviews, in addition to framing the findings as 
discussed in the previous section, this research study further observes 
and derives a spectrum of clustered typologies qualitatively across the 
audience profile of PMQ. These typologies serve as a kind of behavioral 
and cultural segmentation, which divides the audience profile of PMQ 
into different subsets of visitors / consumers of PMQ who share the 
common prescriptions – including their interests, priorities, needs and 
attitudes towards PMQ as a creative site that they pay visits to. 
Throughout the data collection process, it is observed that different 
independent variables, such as demographic backgrounds on age, 
gender, education level, personal income, living district; attitudinal 
factors such as the respondents’ knowledge on cultural/creative sites, 
liking scores towards PMQ, willingness to spend, as well as personal 
interests and values aspired in contributing to the different behavioral 
phenomenon and attitudinal preferences among different 
respondents/audience at PMQ. Amongst all these independent 
variables, it is observed that the respondents’ overall liking scores 
towards PMQ and also their spending patterns/ attitudes serve as the 
most influential factors in differentiating the respondents into different 
typologies out of the audience profile of PMQ, which at the same time 
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also help this research study in generating more meaningful findings 
and insights with regards of the audience profile of PMQ. 
 
Figure 5.1 Mapping with various typologies of PMQ’s audience profile 
 
Figure 5.1 illustrates the different typologies identified, namely the 
“Luxurious Spenders” as the PMQ shopping fans, the “Artsy Cravers” 
as the PMQ cultural lovers, the “Versatile Explorers” who see PMQ as 
an alternative, the “Active Critics” who see PMQ as too commercialized, 
as well as the “Pragmatic locals” who, unfortunately, did not really see 
themselves in PMQ. Seeing the overall liking and the spending attitudes 
as the most influential variables to audience behaviors and attitudes in 
PMQ, this research derives and maps these various groups in an 
analysis framework where the horizontal X axis illustrates the affinity of 
the segment towards PMQ and the vertical Y axis portrays the 
willingness/ power to spend at the creative site. In this section, the 
formations, characteristics and attitudes of each of these typologies, as 
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well as their relationship and impacts with PMQ shall be presented and 
discussed: 
5.1.1 The Luxurious Spenders 
 “The Luxurious Spenders” emerges as the first typology identified in the 
audience profile, which the audience within the segment are very highly 
engaged with PMQ in general. This group of audience are signature with 
their highest spending power both inside and outside PMQ in 
comparison with the other segments of audience. “Shopping” and 
“Eating” constantly revolves as the most top-of-mind and foremost 
personal interests noted among the group of audience at PMQ. They 
enjoy spending time with partners/ friends, and most importantly, have 
the time and money to consume and to dine out.  
“The Luxurious Spenders” are the brand pursuers. These audience 
embraces consumptions (mainly fashion items and other superior 
handcrafts) at renowned brands and luxurious designers’ brands at 
PMQ, in favor of their unique designs and perceived outstanding 
qualities. Hence, it is noted that they are more willing to spend at PMQ, 
with a typical spending amount at an average of $700 to as high as a 4-
digit amount at $2000+ Hong Kong dollars. Given such a high spending 
power, it is also not surprising that the demographics of this segment, to 
a certain extent, skewed towards mature working adults aged 40 or 
above. 
It is also not surprising to realize how these audience embraces PMQ 
as a luxurious shopping mall to spend time at the site during leisure 
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times, especially on weekends. Thus, majority of these audience are 
also noted with a rather high frequency of visits to PMQ. Most of these 
respondents are those who claimed they have visited PMQ for 5 times 
or above during the interviews, especially those who live in the 
neighborhood nearby, with boundaries extended namely from Wan chai 
district to the Central and Western district on the Hong Kong Island.  
On top of perceiving PMQ as a luxurious mall which suits their 
consumption needs, the “Luxurious Spenders” are also very much 
attracted to and engaged with the prestigious and westernized ambience 
offered by those shops and luxurious dining offered at the site. One of 
the respondent’s verbatim on an open-ended question from the survey 
tells it all: 
“I always come here with my hubby for a walk and shop 
around during weekends. We simply come here very often on 
Saturdays. I like the fashion, I like the food, and basically, I 
frequently find some new stuff that I like here… well, I spent 
another thousand today already! ” (Female, aged 41-45) 
 
Having seen all these characteristics, it is in fact, obvious that to this 
segment of “Luxurious Spenders”, motivators to visiting PMQ are very 
much triggered by PMQ as a place for lifestyle consumption much more 
than that of cultural consumption.  
Analyzing this segment under the framework of Webster’s audience 
paradigm (1998), The “Luxurious Spenders” arguably emerges as both 
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the audience as outcome as well as the audience as agent at PMQ. 
Affirming the impact of a cultural text in producing “detrimental effects” 
on individuals (Webster, 1998, p.193), the “Luxurious Spenders” is 
arguably the outcome of PMQ’s settings and tenant mix which happens 
to be skewing towards the rather high-end and premium / niche brands 
with expensive consumer goods sold. While on the other hand, this 
segment of “Luxurious Spenders” also represents a kind of “audience-
as-agent” as suggested by Webster(1998), who recognizes audience 
actions as free agents “determined by their social and cultural milieu” 
(p.194). In other words, this segment of audience exercises their 
considerable capacity of power in making their own meanings of PMQ 
as their versions of lifestyle enjoyment and consumption in the “selective 
process” (p.195) of interacting with PMQ as a cultural text.  
 
5.1.2 The Artsy Cravers 
The second audience segment who find themselves quite fit to PMQ as 
a creative site, is the creativity and arts lovers which I here call the “Artsy 
Cravers”. These audience may not be those who have traditionally 
engaged with tangible skills of cultural and arts, but they definitely very 
much aspired to an “artsy” kind of lifestyle during leisure time, making a 
strong display of portraying themselves as “artistic” or at least, interested 
in arts. Hence, these “Artsy Cravers” crave for different cultural and artsy 
activities, especially in an atmosphere with artsy decor as part of their 
lifestyle aspired to. 
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It is intriguing to note that this type of audience are conditional in 
spending money at PMQ. They are those who are able to spend, yet not 
at the highest level like the Luxurious Spenders. Unlike the Luxurious 
Spenders, the “Artsy Cravers” do not spend much on the expensive 
luxury items at PMQ. Instead, they are willing to spend only on different 
cultural experience and events, including numerous exhibitions curated 
at the site, movie screening sessions, concerts/shows as well as 
different handmade creative goods sold in the open atrium of the Night 
Market. Besides, they are also interested in attending art activities and 
workshops on the site. For instance, different handmade D.I.Y. 
workshops hosted by the inhabited studios and artists, such as Obellery, 
FABcessories are and The Little Finger are some mentions on 
workshops attended among this type of audience at PMQ. While in 
among the quantitative statistical data, the spending levels of these 
audience falls approximately on the range from $100-$700. The “Artsy 
Cravers” are thus, in fact, still willing to spend in a certain extent, yet 
their spending power is somehow subjected to a specific context / the 
object engaged. As a result, their consumptions happen to fall more on 
some kind of creative and artsy experience than on the very tangible 
ready-made luxury goods.  
The “Artsy Cravers” register themselves quite positively with PMQ in 
terms of embracing creativity and arts related events, which fulfills their 
aspiration in living an “artsy” lifestyle in display. These “Artsy Cravers” 
are, on the other hand, young and hassle-free at their current life stage, 
as majority of these “Artsy Cravers” falls into the demographic 
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characteristics with age at around 25-35, either unmarried / married 
without kids, which seem to represent the majority of our sample size in 
this study. Most of these audience are young working adults who are 
university graduated or above. These characteristics somehow also 
explains the rather “artsy” aspirations and the affordability of these 
audience into the adequate amount to pay for the arts events at PMQ. 
It is in fact, interesting to note that the “Artsy Cravers” exercise their 
cultural consumption as part of their lifestyle consumption at PMQ. The 
power relation of the two is not unproblematic. The “artsy” lifestyle 
seems to overwhelm the appetite for cultural consumptions amongst 
these “Artsy Cravers”, and yet, it is after all, through their engagements 
into different cultural experiences consumed at PMQ, which contributes 
to the formation of their aspired “artsy” lifestyle craved for as a ways of 
life. It is not surprising to realize that this group of audience also enjoy 
themselves with the overall ambience of PMQ, which they directly 
describe as “artsy” as well, as a respondent wrote in the online survey: 
“The artsy atmosphere here is awesome. The shop owners 
are very friendly, while there are lots of other creative artists 
and shops with creative and cultural goods for us to look and 
buy. Besides, workshops and exhibitions here are very special. 
A combination of all these bring about the artsy PMQ, which 
is definitely a nice place for people to stay for a weekend 
afternoon!” (Female, aged 31-35) 
If James Webster is to here analyze the roles of these “Artsy Cravers” 
today, arguably, he would have seen them probably as the overlaps of 
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the three circles in his audience paradigm (c.f. Webster, 1998, p.191), 
i.e. a mixed models of audience as mass, outcome as well as agent, 
whereby the “marketplace of ideas” (Webster, 1998, p.197) of PMQ as 
a cultural text exists. The “Artsy Cravers” are, on one hand, undoubtedly 
the ideal “mass” which PMQ as a creative site very much targets at; 
while on the other hand, their “artsy lifestyle” adopted are inevitably also 
the “outcome” / “product” of the cultural offerings at the creative site. Last 
but not least, as Webster suggested, the juncture of audience as “mass”, 
audience as “agent” and audience as “outcome” suggests audience as 
a social centre of gravity which operates by its own set of rules (1998, p. 
198), this group of audience also emerges as a social centre who make 
sense of their own meanings of the creative site where they embraces 
cultural consumption as their own version of artsy and lifestyle ways of 
life.  
 
5.1.3 The Versatile Explorers 
The next type of audience spotted at PMQ in this research study are 
who we call the “Versatile Explorers”. Quite expectedly, the overall liking 
scores of these audience on PMQ remains positive (a 4-5 out of 7 points), 
though not as high as the 2 segments as discussed above. It is observed 
that the “Versatile Explorers” basically appreciate the numerous 
offerings of the site, both place-driven and event-driven motivators. First 
and foremost, PMQ’s location as a heritage site serves as their initial 
interest to visiting the site. Second, the rich combination of heritage, 
cultural offerings as well as some vivid shopping elements also serves 
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as a vibrant element which attracts these “Versatile Explorers” to the site. 
Nonetheless, multiple and wide variety of happenings, ranging from 
periodic exhibitions, cultural events, movie screenings, to some ad-hoc 
concerts / artists showcase, in addition to the food and drink available at 
PMQ are appreciated by this group of audience.  
In short, the “Versatile Explorers” see PMQ as an alternative option to 
their leisure activities. Majority of such audience type sees PMQ as an 
option for a weekend getaway to chill out with friends. From what they 
research observes, Night Market with bazaars and open-air music 
concerts, and other ad-hoc exhibition (such as the Invader’s “Wipe Out” 
Exhibition and Ellen Loo’s “Pillow Talk” happening during our fieldwork 
period) with other marketing events with big brands such as MUJI and 
G.O.D are some of the most vivid key appeal to these “Versatile 
Explorers” at PMQ. 
Given their natural interest as an explorer, their willingness to spend on 
PMQ is noted as quite positive as well. Spending patterns of those 
explorers who spend approximately ranges from around $100 to at most 
$700 on the site. Among those “Versatile Explorers” who actually spent 
at PMQ, majority is willing to pay an adequate spending on food and 
drinks, while several others are attracted by some kind of once-off 
purchase on some slightly more expensive creative goods.  
Similar to the “Luxurious Spenders”, for these “Versatile Explorers” 
lifestyle consumption dominates against solely cultural consumption at 
the site. Visits of PMQ fulfills these audience’s needs of new 
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experiences and less ordinary “itinerary” during leisure times. To this 
segment of audience, to craft a desired kind of lifestyle emerges as a 
more important notion than to taste and appreciate culture and arts in 
the milieu. As one of the respondent explained in the interview, 
“PMQ, to me is an extra choice of where to go for holidays, 
but not a necessity to either my daily life, nor to Hong Kong. 
For me, this is a new iconic place that we can visit when there 
is something interesting happening. Other than that, I guess it 
may look more meaningful only to artists who need support 
from these spaces... and perhaps, this is more a place for 
tourists than any other things to Hong Kong?” (Kayman, 25, 
Male) 
It is important also to realize that except for their first visit, drivers of 
these audience to PMQ skew towards event-driven rather than place-
driven. These “Versatile Explorers” pay their first visit to PMQ mainly 
because it is a new iconic site in Hong Kong. However, their repeat visits 
to PMQ tends very much to be triggered by the ad-hoc events as 
mentioned previously. Hence, if they do not come across any new 
offerings which interests them and make them feel like worth exploring, 
probably it is hard for them to revisit the place within a short period of 
time. As a result, tendency of lapsed visitors are in fact, higher within 
this group of “Versatile Explorers”.  
Analyzing this group of audience with Webster’s audience framework 
(1998), it is intriguing that the “Versatile Explorers” falls into the margins 
where the model of audience-as-mass and that of audience as outcome 
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overlaps. Literally receiving and consuming the multiple offerings from 
PMQ as a cultural text, the “Versatile Explorers” best represent as the 
atomized “mass” who are exposed to and attracted by the multiple 
offerings available for consumptions at the creative site, viewing from 
the “dominant model” (Webster, 1998, p.192) of the audience. On the 
flip side, these “Versatile Explorers” emerges as the “outcome” of PMQ 
as a site with vibrant and dynamic happenings. The group of audience 
is “being acted upon on” (Webster, 1998, p.193) by PMQ as displaying 
itself as a “pro-social” (Webster, 1998, p.193) entity, which provides 
vibrant and dynamic creative space with multiple happenings for the 
inhabitants of the local community in the locale. 
 
5.1.4 The Active Critics 
The “Active Critics” sets in as the first and foremost audience segment 
who critically pinpoint on several flaws of the place as they pay visit(s) 
to PMQ. Signature members of this segment is noted to be the 
community’s cultural advocates and arts activists. Thus, the “Active 
Critics” is in fact, represented by the most experienced audience in 
cultural venues in Hong Kong, whereby most of them have experience 
in visiting at least 2 creative sites or artist village of such kind in Hong 
Kong and elsewhere. The existence of this audience segment in PMQ 
is actually vivid and distinctive amongst the wide range of audience 
profile in PMQ. It is observed that this audience segment, seeing PMQ 
as an over-commercialized and pseudo-cultural community project 
initiated indirectly by a commercialized property developer, these “Active 
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Critics” do not in fact enjoy and engaged themselves with PMQ as a 
creative site. Liking scores of this type of audience tends to be as low as 
a 1-3 marks. Re-visit intention remains at low level, unless driven by ad-
hoc cultural events or exhibition at the space. And not surprisingly, the 
“Active Critics” are not willing to spend and consume much at the space 
neither. 
In fact, these “Active critics” somehow engages a love-hate relationship 
with PMQ as a creative site. They on one hand, are grateful to see the 
establishment of PMQ as a meaningful effort of the Government and the 
donors in attempting to make a step forward in cultural and arts 
development in Hong Kong; while on the other hand, they are furious on 
how the site is being used / managed in a commercialized business 
model, which focused a lot on marketing of the place with premium and 
big brand names, economic returns on its rather expensive studios and 
venue rentals, as well as the inclusion of many foreign curators rather 
than putting a focus in providing supports to local startup artists. As one 
of these respondents exclaimed,  
“PMQ has definitely too much space given to renting out to 
retail shops. I just feel the space can be utilized in a better way. 
The current atrium is quite small when compared to JCCAC, 
not even to say similar venues like  Song Shan Cultural and 
Creative Park (松菸 ) in Taiwan The most top-of-mind 
impression to me right now is shopping rather than the other 
aspects...” (Ching, Female, 30) 
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The “Active Critics”, in short, sees PMQ as problematic and over-
commercialized space where the boundaries of creativity, arts, culture, 
brands and shops, local and foreign are all tactically blurred. In which 
the contradicting tensions of commercial-oriented versus cultural-
oriented sets in as the most intense criticism towards the site. First, to 
these “Active Critics”, price level at the space in general (be it the rentals 
for studios or ad-hoc venue space or overall price level for luxurious 
consumption goods sold at the site) are accused of being too expensive 
to be affordable for either startup artists, or ordinary citizens as a 
creative site, as compared with other local creative hubs such as its 
direct competitor, JCCAC. Besides, brand / shop mix also leads to a 
perceived image of being too foreign and premium. To this group of 
audience at PMQ, it was rather disappointing to see big brands with 
chain stores in the city renting areas at PMQ basically as either a 
flagship store or a seemingly “cultural-led” branch (c.f. SHOWCASE by 
Bread and Butter8, Found MUJI9,etc.) Instead, an ideal creative site in 
Hong Kong, to these “Active Critics”, ought to be rather local and 
affordable. This is ideally, on one hand, to act as an incubator for startup 
local artists in hope of a more flourishing cultural and art scene in Hong 
Kong, and on the other hand, to establish a more intact and connected 
relationship and representation with the local locale, as well as the local 
community as a whole.  
                                                          
8 SHOWCASE by Bread and Butter: http://www.pmq.org.hk/shop/showcase-by-bread-n-butter/ 
9 Found MUJI: http://www.pmq.org.hk/shop/found-muji/ 
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Unfortunately, according to these “Active Critics”, PMQ’s commercial 
decision of initiating numerous collaborations with big brands have 
definitely overridden that of the support to the local startup artists. Hence, 
to these “Active Critics”, PMQ also lacks of a clear and meaningful vision. 
As one of the respondent commented, 
“The second last time I was there, they were displaying 
revolving luxury cars at the entrance. Undoubtedly this is not 
the most creative, artistic, or cultural exhibition! Even the 
workshops that they offer are highly priced and focus on 
creating exclusively decorative or consumable items that 
target women with excess spending power. In contrast, a real 
cultural, creative, and artistic centre would feature more local 
artists and performers, gear workshops towards transforming 
society into more substantial and creative creators, and have 
a greater focus on environmentalism such as the recycling 
and reuse of existing materials. I believe this can be done 
without sacrificing too much in terms of profits. It just requires 
greater vision and resourcefulness, which PMQ definitely 
lacks of right now.” (Ryan, male, 25) 
As we further look into the values and roles of these active critics 
amongst the audience profile of PMQ, it is intriguing to see that unlike 
the previous typologies identified, cultural consumption of the “Active 
Critics” definitely goes beyond that of lifestyle consumption amongst 
their ways of living. Cultural dedication, to this group of respondents, are 
way more important than any kind of luxurious or simply the so-called 
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artsy lifestyle, which they deem trivial. Hence, these audience still visit 
PMQ occasionally when there are cultural or arts event which they find 
worth attending. Yet other than these happenings, PMQ is basically a 
misfit with their values and vision towards the cultural and art scene in 
Hong Kong. 
As a result, it is also captivating to see how this group of audience falls 
into the model of audience as free-agent in Webster’s audience 
paradigm (1998), in resistance to being neither audience as mass nor 
audience as outcome to be acted upon on by PMQ as a cultural text. 
Having said the “Active Critics” are audience as free agents, it is also 
argued as being in the sense of a kind of resistance to PMQ as a cultural 
text of the commercialized and capitalist consumer culture as a whole. 
Through actively criticizing the commercial flaws and resisting to spend 
at the site, these “Active Critics” play the role as a free agent, who freely 
choose what to consume and what not within the social context of 
creative and art scene in Hong Kong. 
 
5.1.5 The Pragmatic Locals 
The last type of audience identified at PMQ in the research study is the 
“Pragmatic Locals”, who, unfortunately, find the space unfit for 
themselves. Though liking scores spread from as low as 1-2 marks to a 
moderate level of 4 marks out of 7, these “Pragmatic Locals” remains 
rather indifferent to PMQ as a creative site, as the majority simply fails 
to register their own values and ways of lives into PMQ as a creative 
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space at the heart of the city. Thus, re-visit intent to PMQ of this group 
of audience remains trivial as well. 
To the “Pragmatic Locals”, PMQ is perceived as either a frivolous 
“cultural space” which is distant from their practical world, or merely an 
absurd, luxurious or niche culturally-packaged shopping mall, which 
mismatch with any ideals they prefer in the community. Hence, it is not 
surprising to realize that majority of the respondents within this segment 
simply does not spend a penny at the site, whereas some even sees 
spending as a barrier to visiting PMQ. Majority of these “Pragmatic 
Locals” either find consumable items at PMQ too expensive, or simply 
find them non-necessary and a misfit with their pragmatic and practical 
needs.  
The price issue hence, emerges as a problematic barrier, especially to 
local current secondary and college students who first visit PMQ. On the 
day as I conducted the face-to-face on-site street intercept survey for 
this research, one of the student I encountered commented: 
“Today is my first time here. I came because of the Invader’s 
exhibition. Yet other than these occasional free-of-charges 
exhibitions, I don’t see this place a destination for students. I 
have been here for around 2 hours, and it’s about lunch time, 
yet I just have difficult to even find an affordable restaurant for 
me here. There’s even nothing which seems more affordable 
nearby… I just think this is an art mall designed for more 
affluent middle class citizens, and probably foreigners…” 
(Female, aged 18-24) 
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The identification of this group of “Pragmatic Locals” reflects the unmet 
needs of PMQ to a significant population of social mass in the society - 
The current proposition of PMQ as a creative site is, to quite a large 
extent, yet to be a creative site which attracts also the local mass in 
actively engaging with the creative milieu. Neither cultural consumptions 
nor lifestyle consumptions are seen as a best-fit proposition or motivator 
for these “Pragmatic Locals” to pay visits and spend time at PMQ at the 
moment. While on the flip side, the general consumption level perceived 
at the site is seen as a barrier and mismatch to this group of respondents. 
As a result, PMQ fails to retain this group of audience after their first visit, 
while as a result, the spectrum of audience profile seems to be 
constrained under the circumstance at the creative milieu. 
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6 FURTHER DISCUSSIONS 
6.1 Consumption behaviors and Cultural audience 
The audience typologies of PMQ discussed in the previous 
section suggest how multidimensional cultural proximity (De 
Sola Pool, 1977; Straubhaar, 1991; Ksiazek & Webster, 2008), 
determined by a broad array of demographical and socio-cultural 
factors in Bourdieu’s cultural capital paradigm (1984), plays a 
role in affecting audience behaviors of different types. In which, 
the important roles of the heterogenic consumption behaviors 
play amongst the different typologies of cultural audience at 
creative sites like PMQ is especially significant. 
Findings of this research study as illustrated in the previous 
sections suggests the closely connected relationship between 
cultural audience and their corresponding consumption 
behaviors at the creative sites. Under the realm of cultural 
proximity, conceptualizing consumption as a kind of cultural 
capital seeks to make sense of different consumption patterns in 
a socio-cultural context (Chan, 1993, p.3). This, hence, also 
becomes useful in diagnosing and explaining the different 
formations of the corresponding cultural audience segments.  
Consumer culture is a near universal phenomenon today, given 
the domination of the capitalist system, and that “omnipresence 
of consumption” becomes part of our social life (Chan 1993, p.2). 
Such notion on the social and behavioral consumer culture, 
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which gels with the consumption environment in Hong Kong, well 
explains the cultural audience’s consumption behavior at one of 
a kind, i.e. the luxury and the omnivorous consumptions and 
experience which the “Luxurious Spenders” and the “Artsy 
Cravers” or the “Versatile Cravers”, though at different levels, 
look for respectively.  
Deviating from the general attitude towards cultural venues (c.f. 
JCCAC, Oi! Street Art Space, or Fotanian, which consumption 
level is comparatively not noted as that high/ expensive), it is 
sensible also to frame the emergence of such audience 
segments with vibrant and vigorous consumption behaviors at 
PMQ, also as an outcome initiated from the interest of the 
owners, ideally in hope of a more prosperous economic growth, 
and thus establishing a sustainable cultural economy (c.f. 
Howkins, 2001). 
Having said so, it is important to note that the reality is never so 
perfect. From what we have observed and analyzed in this 
research study, the socio-economically and culturally affected 
consumption behaviors of the three dominating segments of 
cultural audience at creative sites like PMQ is, however, 
problematic. In fact, the same complicated dilemma exists even 
when we see from a flip side of PMQ’s point of view. As Ku wrote,  
“the conflict was between two fundamentally different 
approaches to urban space: a cultural economy 
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approach that took culture and space as a source of 
economic profit, and an opposition discourse of 
preservation that emphasized culture, historical and 
humanistic values as an end.” (Ku, 2010, p.381) 
On one hand, audience with high spending power as an outcome 
contributes to the economic growth of the site, which undoubtedly 
help sustaining the cultural economy of the site; while on the 
other hand, PMQ would be strained to the edge of being over-
commercialized and diluting the cultural values of the creative 
site as originally initiated, especially from the views of the 
traditional cultural advocates and critics, who eventually resist in 
spending any sum at the creative site. 
The above depicts how the relationship of the diverge segments 
of cultural audience and their corresponding consumption 
behaviors, in fact, shed light on PMQ’s crucial tension and 
oppositional dilemma of economic profit versus cultural 
dedication. It is, therefore, important for cultural venues like PMQ 
to identify its own audience profile as targeting markets, and 
hence, to understand the motivators and barriers of each 
segment (which are after all, inter-influential), and eventually to 
identify and tackle different conflicts and tensions through future 
policies implemented in light of some clear and meaningful 
visions and missions which deem best for the venue, and most 
importantly, the local community. 
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6.2 The different approaches: PMQ vs JCCAC  
JCCAC, a heritage-transformed creative site with artists’ village 
originated from Shek Kip Mei Factory Estate built in the British 
Colonial era in 1977, shares very similar formation and 
revitalization model with PMQ, whose Victorian architectural 
structure represents the British colonial era of Hong Kong even 
more vividly, serving as the Former Hollywood Road Police 
Married Quarters since the 1950s (and abandoned in 2000). 
Both spaces are perceived remarkably as a cultural-led site with 
the atmospheric appeal of “history, memory and lived space” (Ku, 
2010, 387). Hence, JCCAC is undoubtedly the most 
representative direct competitor / comparable site to PMQ. 
It is, in fact, interesting and meaningful to look into JCCAC and 
PMQ in details for comparisons. Though sharing a similar ways 
of historical upbringing, it is, however, intriguing to see the quite 
different approaches of the two in terms of their venue/product 
offerings, tenant mix, operational execution, and thus, their 
audience profile as well. 
Exploring the tenant mix of JCCAC and PMQ in details, it is not 
surprising yet interesting to see that the designers / artists 
attracted to the two sites are quite different, both in terms of 
styles and also their orientations. This is probably due to the 
difference in districts of location, vision of the venue, and also 
the management principles as well as the different rental 
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scheme of the two. Located in an formerly industrial building in 
Shek Kip Mei, the historical local residential area in Kowloon, 
designers/ artists attracted to JCCAC happen to be those 
relatively small-scaled and niche startup productions, who are 
usually young, experimental and local. Rental levels at the space 
are in general perceived as cheap as it is offered at a much lower 
price than the market, in favor of the affordability of start-up local 
artists. Besides, though the brand / art piece and products of 
these artists may be niche, their consumable products offered 
tends to be the more affordable ones. 
PMQ is, however, oriented with a slightly different interest of the 
owner. Hence, PMQ is, at the first place, operated with a slightly 
different objective with JCCAC. According to previous records 
from the HKSAR Government, located at the CBD heart of the 
city, PMQ has been designed to be a cultural hub which attracts 
“International, Asian and local talents” (Development Bureau, 
2011). As a result, other than local artists (which majority of the 
audience perceives PMQ as having somehow diluted), those 
international creators and premium designers’ studio units exist 
as the majority segment of tenants found at the site. Due to such 
a profile of tenant mix, it is nonetheless, not surprising to see that 
both the artists’ rentals for habitat as well as the consumable 
products available at PMQ are inevitably much more premium 
and expensive when compared with that of JCCAC. 
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Besides, it is important for readers to note JCCAC and PMQ’s 
different approaches in implementing policies for their respective 
artists’ studio with regards to their different objectives and 
missions set for the place. It is, in fact, interesting to see the two 
in parallels, whereby JCCAC’s artists’ studio could all be under 
a frequent door-closed conditions, while PMQ adopts an “open-
door”, in a “studio-cum-shop” concept (PMQ, 2012), which 
allows the venue in capitalizing a huge amount of visitors in the 
prime business district as some alternative shops to walk around. 
This research study believes that all these locational and 
managerial differences explains the different needs and 
aspirations of both artists and audience, and hence, eventually 
bring about not only the different tenant mix, but more 
importantly and vividly, the different in audience profile. For 
instance, if the “Luxurious Spender” is the most vivid and 
distinctive audience of PMQ, who sees PMQ as an international 
mall; the signature audience type of JCCAC would probably be 
those more local cultural and arts lovers, who really attempt to 
look around and engage with the artists’ habitats. Having said 
so, we shall not neglect the fact, however, crowd flow of PMQ 
happens to be higher than that of JCCAC in most of the times, 
and PMQ also attempts in attracting extra segments other than 
just entertaining the ordinary cultural and arts advocates in the 
city, influencing by its nature of all-in-one multiple offerings, as 
well as the advantage of being a newer site than JCCAC.  
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6.3 Significance of audience profile to cultural venues 
Cultural audience are unique to one another. Different audience 
inevitably has different needs and concerns, be it the cultural or 
lifestyle aspect. Yet, their needs and desires, nevertheless, 
“exists across social, psychological or demographic groupings” 
(Joshua D. et. al, 2013). Besides, the Arts Council England 
suggested in Arts audience: insights published in 2008, people’s 
diversified attitudes, opinions and motivations shape their 
corresponding behaviors. Taken these factors into accounts, it 
is important for us to acknowledge the significance of audience 
profiling to organizations like cultural venues. Arguably, 
audience profiling is of great importance to cultural venues, be it 
in Hong Kong or elsewhere, mainly because audience profile of 
a cultural venue directly reflects the public image, social impact 
as well as the functions and effectiveness delivered by the 
cultural venue to the community. And practically speaking, 
through identifying the audience profile with different subsets of 
audience segments, the findings can potentially be used as a 
tool to inform marketing and audience building plans and other 
audience insights for the management and the respective 
government authorities and other agencies to the cultural 
venues (Arts Council England, 2008). 
Segmentation, whereby a given market/profile is broken down 
into distinct typologies which “behave in similar ways and have 
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similar needs” (Arts Council England, 2008) emerges as a 
research method which helps organizations like cultural venues 
like PMQ in identifying their respective audience profile. In the 
context of how the cultural venue fits or misfits into the everyday 
lives of the people in the local community, the segmented 
audience profile considers and illustrates different socio-
demographic factors; as well as their corresponding cultural, 
media and lifestyle consumptions (c.f. the previous section on 
analysis and discussion section in this research paper). As a 
result, the different typologies of audience identified within a 
framework with the key influential variables helps these cultural 
venues like PMQ to understand their markets, and identify the 
type(s) of audience whom they ultimately target at, and in turn, 
develop offerings and communication strategies which 
“anticipate their needs” (Arts Council England, 2008).    
Understanding the audience profile of a particular cultural venue, 
is hence, important, as it provides insights into why and how 
different kinds of audience engage with / reject from different 
elements of the venue, and it also helps identify and explains the 
several behavioral differences amongst its audience, such as 
their consumption power, on what they spend and how they 
consume, the attitudes towards cultural versus lifestyle 
consumptions, and their aspired values in consuming at PMQ as 
a creative site. Most importantly and intriguing, the audience 
profile further provides evaluating measurements as well as new 
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insights into the patterns of cultural and arts consumptions and 
attitudes towards the cultural venue(s), i.e. how people spend 
their leisure time, in what ways do they engage with culture and 
creativity through these creative sites, as well as what competes 
with the cultural text for audience’s attentions, and hence, their 
different roles play at the cultural venue like PMQ, as illustrated 
and discussed in previous sections.  
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7 LIMITATIONS 
7.1 Limitations on Research Sampling 
Due to time and resources constraints, sampling of both 
quantitative phase and qualitative phase in this study remains 
somehow minimal, with the number of completed surveys noted 
at 100 in total, while 10 qualitative interviews have been 
conducted during the data collection period. In which, all 
samples are local Hong Kong people. If time and resources 
allowed, responses from more samples, with extra feedback 
from foreigners and expats in Hong Kong, which are also 
believed to find PMQ an attractive and iconic space, shall be 
obtained especially on the quantitative phase in order to make 
this research more representative and enriching.  
Besides, the constrained fieldwork dates, in certain extent, 
limited the research results as well. Though random sampling is 
adopted for both online and face-to-face street intercept during 
the quantitative phase, the fieldwork dates, especially that of the 
on-site face-to-face street intercept, inevitably influence the 
ultimate findings due to the different happenings at the cultural 
venue in PMQ on different dates and period of time. Hence, 
research results would be more ideal and representative if the 
on-site fieldwork can be increased or diversified to a spread of 
few days, while fieldwork dates of online surveys could be 
lengthened to few months across the year, in order to gather 
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more samples obtained at different time points, so that more 
representative and objective findings inclusive of different 
happenings on the cultural venue can be generated and 
analyzed. 
 
7.2 Limitations on Research scope and findings 
Most importantly, given the limited sample size, especially that 
of the quantitative surveys obtained, it is indispensable to note 
that one of the foremost limitations of this research study has to 
be the unsizable typologies of audience identified. It is important 
for readers of this research study to note that the segments of 
audience are identified and derived from a directional approach 
which skewed qualitatively based on the 100 survey samples 
indications and the 10 qualitative in-depth samples interviewed. 
Therefore, based on this limited sample size, this research study 
only fulfills the objectives of identifying and analyzing the types 
and their corresponding formation and characteristics of the 
different segments of audience at PMQ, yet any percentage or 
“size” of each segment identified in the market from this research 
study would not be representative and justifiable enough in 
illustrating the audience profile which best represent the reality 
with this scale of research sampling.  
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Hong Kong is always meant to be a city of hybridity. Under the trending 
notion of “creative city” (Landry, 2000), and place branding (Anholt, 
2010), creative sites like PMQ emerges as one of the hybrid icon of 
historical heritage and culture and creativity. Furthermore, PMQ sets in 
as a more complex and problematic hybrid of the creative milieu and 
the consumption milieu, whose audience profile undertakes various 
clusters of audience types, whereby member of each typology share 
similar demographic backgrounds, socio and psychological factors, 
attitudes and perceptions, and hence distinct behaviors, be it cultural 
and lifestyle at the cultural site.  
Through conducting both quantitative surveys and qualitative interviews, 
and with regards to the findings and discussions in the previous 
sections in this research study, it can be concluded that PMQ’s 
audience profile spread across at least 5 dominant segments of cultural 
audience in the local community, ranging from the lifestyle-oriented 
“Luxurious Spender”, the cultural-lifestyle “Artsy Cravers, the 
adventurous “Versatile Explorers”, to the cultural-oriented “Active 
Critics” and the yet-to-be-attracted “Pragmatic Locals” among the local 
Hong Kong Community, whereby these different segments of audience 
play the complex roles of cultural audience as the mass, the outcome 
and also the free-agent to PMQ as a creative site at the same time. 
This research study further sees consumption as a critical cultural 
capital of the cultural proximity theory in leading to the diverse audience 
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behaviors at the creative site. Yet, when compared with other local 
creative sites such as JCCAC in Hong Kong, though propositioned quite 
differently at the first place, and having PMQ accused of being too 
commercialized and distant from the local cultural and art scenes due 
to its premium image with expensive consumer brands and goods, and 
the brands-oriented tenant mix, as commented amongst quite many of 
the local audience; it is in fact, unfair to devalue PMQ as a problematic 
and hence, counterproductive site to the local community of Hong Kong. 
On contrary, PMQ is, in fact, a value-adding creative hub which offers 
the local community a creative milieu of the very innovative 
agglomeration of numerous cultural experience and offerings, 
complimentary to other local creative sites in Hong Kong. 
Seeing the different characteristics and positioning with its direct 
comparable sites in Hong Kong, audience profiling becomes significant 
for PMQ in identifying the audience attracted to the site, and hence, to 
further develop its strategical development and to further improve its 
offerings in sight of its target market audience. It is through back and 
forth communication and negotiation, would PMQ further improves and 
develops as a more prosperous creative milieu which flourish amongst 
different inhabitants in the local community of Hong Kong, and hence, 
truly contributes in the local cultural and creative scene, which 
eventually bring about the reputation of Hong Kong as a creative city 
on the world stage. 
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APPENDIX I – QUANTITATIVE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
Page 1: Introduction 
 
A Survey on PMQ 元創方問卷調查 
This survey serves the academic research purpose for the capstone project 
initiated by the Master of Social Science (Media, Culture & Creative Cities) 
course: A preliminary investigation of PMQ as a creative site in establishing a 
creative community in Hong Kong. Any information obtained in this study will 
remain strictly confidential, and will be used for research purposes only. 
 
 
Page 2: Past Experience  
 
1. 你有無曾經到過以下位於香港嘅任何一個活化地標? (MA) [Required , 
Shuffle]  
 Have you been to any cultural sites in Hong Kong? 
 
(   ) PMQ 元創方 
(   ) JCCAC賽馬會創意藝術中心 
(   ) Fotanian 伙炭藝術村 
(   ) Oi!油街實現 
 
 
2. 過去 12個月內, 你有無曾經到訪過 PMQ 元創方? (SA) [Required] 
Have you been to PMQ in the past 12 months in HK? 
 
(   )  有 
(   )  無 
 
Page 3: Past Experience (con’t) 
 
3. 截至現時為止, 請問你去過 PMQ元創方幾多次? (SA) [Required] 
Till now, how many times have you visited PMQ? 
(    ) 1 
(    ) 2 
(    ) 3 
(    ) 4 
(    ) 5 times or above 次或以上 
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4. 你對上一次去 PMQ元創方係幾時呢? [Required] 
When did you last visit PMQ? 
 
 
________________ (Insert date) 
 
 
Page 4: The last visit to PMQ 
 
Page Title: 對上一次去 PMQ元創方...The last visit to PMQ... 
Page Description: For the following questions, please answer based on 
your last visit (latest experience) in PMQ. 
 
5. 你嗰次係同邊啲人一齊去 PMQ? (MA) [Required, Shuffle] 
Who did you go with? 
(    ) Friends 朋友 
(    ) Schoolmates 同學 
(    ) Colleagues 同事 
(    ) Family 家人 
(    ) Children 子女 
(    ) I went alone. 無同人去, 自己去 
(    ) Others:_____________________ 
 
 
6. 嗰次你地有幾多人一齊去 PMQ? (SA) [Required ] 
How many of you were there in total? 
(    ) 1 
(    ) 2 
(    ) 3 
(    ) 4 
(    ) 5 
(    ) 6 or above 人或以上 
 
 
7. 嗰次你喺 PMQ留咗幾耐? (SA) [Required] 
How long did you stay in PMQ last time? 
(    ) less than 少於 1 hour 小時 
(    ) 1-3 hours小時 
(    ) 4-6 hours小時 
(    ) more than 多於 6 hours 小時 
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8. 嗰次你喺 PMQ做過/參與過乜嘢呢? (可選多於一項) (MA) [Required, 
Shuffle] 
What did you do/ participate at PMQ last time? (Multiple answers 
allowed) 
(    ) shop around 行街買嘢 
(    ) visit night market 行元創方中環夜市 
(    ) workshop 工作坊 
(    ) concert/ show 睇表演 
(    ) exhibition 睇展覽 
(    ) Look around the history/heritage of PMQ PMQ相關嘅古迹/歷史 
(    ) Drinking/Dining 飲嘢/食飯 
(    ) Look around studio and works of local artists 睇本地藝術家嘅工作
間和作品 
(    ) Walk around 周圍行下 
(    ) Relax and have a rest 休憩 
(    ) Others:_______________ 
 
 
9. 個次你喺 PMQ有無消費呢? (SA) [Required] 
Did you spend any money during your last visit in PMQ?  
(    ) Yes 有  go to next page 
(    ) No 無  skip to Q12 
 
Page 5: Spending in PMQ 
 
10. 你當時嘅消費係用喺以下乜嘢地方嘅呢? (MA)  
[Required if Q9 coded YES] 
 
In which area did you spend in PMQ during your last visit? 
(    ) shop around 行街買嘢 
(    ) night market 
(    ) workshop 工作坊 
(    ) concert/ show 睇表演 
(    ) exhibition 睇展覽 
(    ) history/heritage of PMQ 睇 PMQ相關嘅古迹/歷史 
(    ) Drinking/Dining 飲嘢/食飯 
(    ) Others:_______________ 
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11. 你當日喺 PMQ嘅消費一共大概幾多錢? (SA)  
[Required if Q9 coded YES] 
 
How much in total did you approximately spend in PMQ that day? 
(    ) Below HKD$100 以下 
(    ) HKD$100-$399 
(    ) HKD$400-$699 
(    ) HKD$700-999 
(    ) HKD$1000-$1999 
(    ) HKD$2000-$2999 
(    ) HKD$3000-$3999 
(    ) HKD$4000 or above 或以上 
 
 
Page 6: Overall perception on PMQ 
12. 整體嚟講, 你有幾鍾意 PMQ元創方呢個地方? 如過要你比分, 1分=非常
唔鍾意; 7分=非常鍾意, 你會比幾多分? (SA) [Required] 
Overall speaking, do you like PMQ? 
非常鍾意                                                                                   非常唔鍾意                           
 
 
13. 點解你會比呢個分數? (open-end) [Required ] 
What makes you give this score? 
 
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________ 
 
14. 整體嚟講, 你認為現時 PMQ最精於以下邊種活動? (SA)  
      Overall speaking, PMQ is currently the best for...? [Required, Shuffle] 
 
(   ) shop around 行街買嘢 
(   ) visit night market 行 night market 
(   ) workshop 工作坊 
(   ) concert/ show 睇表演 
(   ) exhibition 睇展覽 
(   ) history/heritage of PMQ 睇 PMQ相關嘅古迹/歷史 
(   ) Drinking/Dining 飲嘢/食飯 
(   ) Look around studio and works of local artists 睇本地藝術家嘅工作
間和作品 
(   ) Others:______________________________ 
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15. 為甚麼你有咁嘅感覺? (open-end) [Required] 
Why do you say so? 
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Page 7: Re-visit Intention 
 
16. 整體嚟講, 你有幾大興趣再去 PMQ? 如果要你比分, 1分非常無興趣; 7
分非常有興趣, 你會比幾多分? [Required] 
Overall speaking, are you interested to visit PMQ again? 
 
非常有興趣                                                                              非常無興趣                                     
 
 
17. 為甚麼? 你想/唔想再去睇或者參與邊啲類型嘅活動? (open-end) Why? 
What are the elements that make you want /  do not want to go to 
PMQ again? [Required] 
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________ 
 
 
Page 8: Demographics 
 
Page Title: 你的個人資料...Your Personal Information... 
Page Descriptions: Any information obtained in this study will remain strictly 
confidential, and will be used for research purposes only. 
 
18. 請記錄閣下嘅性別。(SA) [Required] 
What is your Gender? 
(   ) Male 男 
(   ) Female 女 
 
19. 請問你今年幾多歲? (SA) [Required] 
How old are you? 
(   ) Below 18歲以下 
(   ) 18-24 
(   ) 25-30 
(   ) 31-35 
(   ) 36-40 
(   ) 41-45 
(   ) 45-50 
(   ) Above 50歲以上 
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20. 請問你居住係香港一共幾多年? (SA) [Required] 
How long have you been staying in Hong Kong? 
(   ) less than 少於 3年 
(   ) 3-5 
(   ) 6-10 
(   ) Above 10 年以上 
 
請問你係... (SA) [Required] 
Please choose the most suitable option for yourself. 
(   ) Student 學生 
(   ) Full-time working 全職工作 
(   ) Freelancer 自由工作者 
(   ) Unemployed 沒有工作 
(   ) Housewife 家庭主婦 
 
 
21. 請問你嘅教育程度係... (SA) [Required] 
Please indicate your education level 
(   ) Primary Graduate 小學畢業 
(   ) F.5 Graduate/F.6 Graduate(DSE) 中五畢業/中六畢業(DSE) 
(   ) F.7 Graduate 中七畢業 
(   ) University Graduate 大專院校畢業 
(   ) Master Graduate or above 碩士或以上 
 
 
22. 請問你宜家住邊一區? (SA) [Required] 
In which district do you live? 
 
(   ) Hong Kong Island 香港區 
(   ) Kowloon 九龍區 
(   ) New Territories 新界區 
(   ) Outlying Islands 離島 
(   ) Others:______________________ 
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Page 9: Interests and Hobbies 
23. 最後, 請選擇你嘅個人興趣。(可選多於一項) (MA) [Required, Shuffle] 
At last, please indicate your person hobbies and interests (Can 
choose more than 1 item) 
 
(   ) Shopping 行街買嘢 
(   ) Eating 食嘢 
(   ) Movies 電影 
(   ) 玩 Social Media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, etc) 
(   ) Technology 科技 
(   ) Photography 攝影 
(   ) Hiking 行山 
(   ) Running 跑步 
(   ) Sports 各類運動 
(   ) Economics/ Finance 經濟/金融 
(   ) Reading 看書 
(   ) Television 電視 
(   ) Comics 漫畫 
(   ) Pop songs 流行歌曲 
(   ) Classical music 古典音樂 
(   ) Alternatives 另類歌曲 
(   ) Rock n' roll 搖滾音樂 
(   ) Others:__________________________ 
 
 
Page 10: Confirmation & Submit 
Your response has been recorded. Thank you very much for your 
participation in this research project! 
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APPENDIX II – DISCUSSION GUIDE (QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS) 
Capstone Project – Discussion Guide  
(Questions Designed for Qualitative in-depth 
interviews) 
A preliminary investigation of PMQ as a creative site 
in establishing a creative community in Hong Kong 
 
Principal Investigator: Lam Chui Yan Tracy;  
Research Supervisor: Gary Wong  
 
Key information we want to find out from this research 
 Check the understanding and perceptions towards “cultural sites” 
 Identify the types of audience(s) perceived in visiting cultural sites (esp. 
PMQ) 
 Understand the historical experience patterns and journeys on cultural 
sites  
 Deep dive in the perceptions, personal experience and thoughts on PMQ 
 Evaluate and compare PMQ (vs other local and non local cultural sites)’s 
role and impacts to the local Hong Kong Community  
 
In-depth Interview Venue:  
PMQ 元創方 
35 Aberdeen Street, 
Central, Hong Kong 
 
 
Contact person:  
Lam Chui Yan Tracy (Tel. 6017 5717) 
 
 
Special Note About This Discussion Guide… 
This document is not a structured questionnaire, but a guide to drive at the 
key information areas.  Hence, the moderator may change the phrasing or 
flow to optimize the dynamics of the group and ensure a fluid discussion.   
This document is also not a finalized questionnaire, but an initial 
framework and thoughts of the potential questions to be included in the 
interview. Further developments shall be refined with the supervision of the 
research supervisor, and in between individual interviews if necessary. 
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A. Introduction (5 minutes) 
 
 Welcome respondents 
 Introduce capstone project, qualitative research and In-depth 
interviews 
 Explain the need to audio-recording; assure the confidentiality of all 
information 
 Encourage participation; no right or wrong answers  
 Invite respondents to introduce themselves 
o Name, occupation  
o Interest, hobbies  
 
B. Perceptions and Understand of “cultural sites” (5 minutes) 
 
 How do you understand the term “cultural site”? 
(Moderator: check if terms like heritage, community and arts are 
mentioned) 
 
 Probe: What about “heritage”? / “community and art”?  
o Any perceived relationships among these terms? Can you 
describe more? 
 
 When did you first know this term / concept? 
 Since when did the community (in Hong Kong) start talking about 
these? 
 Since when did you start being interested / engaged in these areas? 
 Any changes of these concepts / your perceptions noticed ever? 
 
 Are there any specific audience archetypes attracted to these cultural 
sites? Who are they? Why? 
o Are there any differences in different cultural site? Why are 
there such a difference? 
o Do you find yourself falling into any of these categories? 
 
 If you are to design an ideal cultural site in Hong Kong, what elements 
/ criteria can you think of? Why these? 
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C. Past journeys / personal experience in cultural sites (15 
minutes) 
 
 What “cultural site(s)” have you visited in the past? 
(Moderator: note mentions on PMQ, JCCAC, Fo Tan and Oil Street in 
Hong Kong; Huashan 1314, Songshan Cultural hub in Taiwan, and 
other relevant sites) 
 
For PMQ + each of the relevant mentioned Cultural sites, ask: 
 When did you first visited the site? 
 Why did you choose to visit the site at the first place? 
 How long did you spend at the site? 
 What did you do at the site? 
o (Moderator: Note any exhibitions (and what kinds) attended in 
the site, and probe why / why not?) 
o (Moderator: Note any workshops (and what kinds) attended in 
the site, and probe why / why not?) 
o  (Moderator: Note any spending (and what kinds) in the site, 
and probe why / why not?) 
o (Moderator: Note any other activities (and what kinds) in the 
site, and probe why / why not?) 
 
 How was your experience? 
 What do you think of the site (prior to visit VS after visited)? 
 How would you describe the site? 
 
 How relevant do you think the site is a “cultural site”? (5-point scale) 
 How relevant do you find the site to you? (5-point scale) 
 How relevant do you find the site with its local community? (5-point 
scale) 
 
 
D. Brief tour around PMQ (5 – 10 minutes) 
If time and settings allowed, tour around PMQ for 5 – 10 mins as 
stimulus to understand respondents’ previous experience(s) and 
perceptions towards the site: 
(Moderator: observe respondents’ attitudes and details of how the 
respondent describe the place and certain standalone boutiques / 
workshops) 
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E. Deep Dive on PMQ (15-20 minutes) 
 
Based on your previous experience and our brief tour just now at 
PMQ…can you tell me: 
 
 Overall perceptions 
 Likes and Dislikes 
 
 What do you think about the overall look & feel of PMQ? 
 What do you think about the tenant mix of PMQ? 
 Do you think PMQ is a cultural site? Why / Why not? 
 
 Who do you think are the target audience(s) of PMQ? 
 Who do you think does PMQ attracts in the reality? 
 Do you consider yourself as falling into any audience category(ies) 
identified above? 
 
 How do you see the relationship of PMQ with the local community in 
Hong Kong? 
o What role does PMQ plays in  
 Hong Kong 
 the local community 
 in your life? 
o Any impact? What kind(s)? Strong or not? 
o Any (positive/negative) influence to each of the above?  
 What kind(s)? Why/why not? 
 
 Do you think PMQ is an ideal cultural site? Why / Why not? 
o How would you compare PMQ with the “ideal cultural site” that 
you mentioned at the very beginning of our discussion? 
o Why are there such a difference? 
o Any solutions to improve PMQ with regards to these aspects? 
 
 
F. Comparisons vs other cultural sites (10 minutes) 
 How would you describe PMQ if it is a person? (in terms of gender, 
age, personality, clothings, characters, achievements/dreams pursued 
etc);  
 What about that of the others? 
 (Moderator: check the relevant cultural site(s) the respondents have 
visited / know about) 
For PMQ + each of the relevant mentioned Cultural sites, ask: 
o Why such image portrayed? Do you like this image / character? 
o Who will be his/her friend(s)? Are you one of them? 
o Who will he/she want to attract? 
  
- End of In-depth Interview; Presentation of Small Gift; - 
- Thanks Respondent  - 
